Beacointrade
Providing you a safer approach to investment

We Care About Your Growth

What’s important to
you, is important to us.
Highly Efficient
As a leading Investment broker, we uphold the highest
standards of regulation and compliance. We are also
strictly audited and keep all client funds in a segregated
trust account, to ensure your money is protected.

Seamlessly Connected
Our simple and intuitive trading app allows you to trade
over 400 different instruments no matter where you
are. Our ultra-fast execution, stable performance, and
round-the-clock dedicated customer service support,
ensures that with Vantage, you have the edge to win.

About Company
For more than 10 years, we’ve purpose-built our
platform and services to help you trade
effortlessly and better capitalize on winning
market opportunities. Our Beacointrade
ecosystem is not only a place for you to invest in
financial assets but a place for you to learn,
explore and connect with other like-minded
investors.
We hold ourselves to the highest regulatory and
security standards so you can invest through us
with absolute peace of mind.

More Info

Why Choose Beacointrade
After asking ourselves what it is that Investors want when choosing a
Forex broker, we have built Beacointrade from elements which clearly
define the ideal Forex broker for your seamless and profitable Forex
trading.

Lets Help You
We Are Here To Guide You
Through Your Financial
Journey
More Info

Property Investment
Beacointrade comprises two Business Lines:
Infrastructure and Real Estate. Seeks to identify valueadd real estate investment opportunities to apply a
hands-on approach to value creation across gateway
cities in Europe $75-342M

Crypto Investment
Beacointrade limited award-winning coverage includes
local FX presence in 81 countries and also Involves
pricing and trading in a wide array of currencies and
precious metals.

Indices
Every major stock market around the world has an
index, or several indices, which reflect the status of a
specific segment of that market. Indices are considered
more stable than individual stocks since they contain
many different assets, which tend to balance each other
out.

Why Invest With
BeacoinTrade
Beacointrade has a user-friendly & intelligible
interface so that you can make the most of
our investment platform without any hassle.is
more than a broker. It provides a trusted
trading ecosystem that enables clients to
achieve their own success, in a faster and
simpler manne

Professional Team
Our team has extensive experience in the
field of cryptocurrency & forex trading and
uses flexible strategies to generate maximum
profits.

Finance & Restructuring
Product introduction by highlighting the
advantages of the product to attract
attention

How to get started
Marketing can also be interpreted as activities carried out by businesses
to promote a product or service that they create.

HOW IT
WORKS
We manage and invest digital assets
on behalf of our clients, all funds are
totally backed by good security,
investment insurance and
guaranteed profit return on all
investments.

REGISTER ACCOUNT

FUND ACCOUNT

GET WITHDRAWAL

Enter your personal email to

Choose your investment plan,

Request for the withdrawal from

create an account. It's totally
easy and free

buy and sell digital currencies,
and keep track of them in one
place

your wallet and get value for your
trading instantly.

You don't need to be an expert
to build your cryptocurrency
portfolio and digital wealth
Investing in cryptocurrency and the capital market can
be intimidating, especially for beginners. Sometimes
managing a crypto investment is daunting due to the
uncertainty and volatility of the market, as well as the
time investment needed to be successful.
It aims to simplify and enhance the experience of
investing in cryptocurrencies. We enable users to
enter the crypto market with zero learning curve
required, and we help construct diversified portfolios
with the aim to maximize returns while maintaining
your preferred risk profile.

Getting Started

HOW DO I DEPOSIT?

HOW TO WITHDRAW

You simply log into your account

You would be required to input

and click on the deposit section

the withdrawal amount, payment

of your dashboard. You would be

gateway (wallet address,

required to input the deposit

account number etc) and send

amount and send your request. A

your request. It’s important to

payment gateway (wallet

make sure your payment

address, account number etc)

gateway is correct, to prevent a

would be generated for you up.

wrong payment gateway.

Kindly post your deposit to the

Withdrawals can be carried out

generated payment gateway.

from Tuesday to Friday

Kindly note that you would be

(preferably on Fridays). Weekly

required to carry out this process

profit ONLY can be withdrawn for

for every deposit individually as a

regular packages. While total

new payment gateway is usually

sum withdrawal can apply for

generated every other time.

contract packages. Contact your
Portfolio manager for more

Beacointrade

FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS

TESTIMONIALS

DAVE LEE

KYLE WOODS

LIA GUSTAVO

TRADER

GRAPHICS
DESIGNER

FIN ANALSYT

I joined falcon when I was 18 & it

I professional organisation

I've experienced a lot of growth in

has honestly just changed my life.

delivering quality and consistent

terms of how I look at the charts,

Now over a year in, I have a

FX trading education. Mark and

aside from the the chart work I've

crystal clear vision & of where I’m

the team are first class with an

also seen an improvement in my

going and a very clear pathway

abundance of wisdom, striving to

descipline and patience, all

of how I’m going to get there. This

achieve the best for students,

thanks to Mark and the mentors

is especially true with the in-

balanced with a no-nonsense

for the impact they've had in my

house fund, which I’m honoured

approach.

life

to be a part of.

Thank You
LOOKING FORWARD IN AIDING YOU EARN
WELL FINANCIALLY

